
Gallery Trail

© Impressions grants the freedom to make and 
redistribute copies of this guide, on the understanding full 
credit is given to Impressions Gallery. 

Well done explorers! You made it to the end of the trail. We hope you have enjoyed it and 
learnt something new. Show your trail sheet and drawings to the Gallery Assistants as 
they would love to see what you have made. 

@ImpGalleryPhoto #JPAwards

Welcome Gallery Explorers!
Time to get your thinking caps on by doing the fun activities in this gallery trail 
and exploring the fantastic work on show at Impressions Gallery. 

Please explore with an adult if you can, and if you have any questions you can 
ask the friendly Gallery Assistant on the Welcome Desk.

All photographs © Alejandra Carles-Tolra © Sam Laughlin © Lua Ribeira

Illustration by Asiya Hussain, designed by Jane Hiley.

Alejandra Carles-Tolra

Sam Laughlin

Lua Ribeira

© Alejandra Carles-Tolra, Untitled, from the series 
Where We Belong, originally commissioned through 

the Jerwood/Photoworks Awards, 2017

© Sam Laughlin, Deer browse-line (various 
species)), from the series A Certain 

Movement, originally commissioned through 
the Jerwood/Photoworks Awards, 2017

© Lua Ribeira, Pesadilla Ligera (Weightless 
Nightmare), from the series Subida al 

Cielo, originally commissioned through the 
Jerwood/Photoworks Awards, 2017

Explore the exhibition and see if you can find a nest in one of Sam 
Laughlin’s photographs.

What animal do you think lives here?

Now have a go at drawing this animal in the nest below. 

Nature Explorer



The Jerwood/Photoworks Awards is for future 
photographic talent to make new work, be mentored 
and to have a photography exhibition. Alejandra 
Carles-Tolra, Sam Laughlin and Lua Ribeira were 
chosen from over 350 people. Let’s explore their 
work...

Let’s get looking

Your first task as a gallery explorer is to find which photographs these 

photo sections belong to in the Jerwood/Photoworks exhibition. Tick the 

boxes when you have found them.

Janeites

Imagine you are part of the Janeites and then have a go at 

drawing your own Janeite style portrait in the empty frame above.Photo Mystery

How does this photograph make you feel?

M       T         O

    O        G         Y

Y         H        L

Try to unscramble this 
word related to Lua 

Ribeira’s photographs.

Answer = mythology

Alejandra Carles-Tolra has photographed a group of women and 
men called the ‘Janeites’, who are big fans of the author Jane 
Austen who wrote books in the 18th century. They dress up and 
behave like characters from Jane Austen’s books. 

Why do you think these people dress up?

How many photographs can you 

count in this exhbiition?

Write your answer in the box.


